Purpose

To encourage and accept user input regarding FSP, FCCS, and PEI data collection, OMA forms, the Outcomes Measures Applications, and outcomes reports.

Agenda

1. Welcome (John Flynn)

2. Review of Minutes and Action Items from 5/22/12 Meeting (Mychi Hoang)

3. Application Development Update (Omar Vasquez, CIOB)
   a. FSP/FCCS OMA
   b. PEI OMA

4. MHIP Application Roll-out (Alejandro Silva and Robert Levine)

5. PEI OMA Data Correction (John Flynn)

6. PEI Updates (Keri Pesanti)
   a. PEI Matrix Update
   b. PEI Outcome Measures Training Update
      1. GAD7
      2. DERS
   c. Learning Network Update

7. Reports (Robin Ramirez)
   a. Pre-Post Employment Exceptions Report

8. Open Forum: Other User Issues and Concerns (John Flynn)

9. Next Meeting: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 from 10:00 – 11:30am
   Location: 695 South Vermont, 15th Floor Glass Conference Room. For WebEx participation, email John Flynn at jflynn@dmh.lacounty.gov